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This column was completed before COVID-19became a pandemic.
More on that topic next month. 

In last month’s Observer column, I suggested that a robust and replicable psychological science might
be more achievable if we heed some advice from William James. He advised his 19th-century colleagues
to think of psychological categories, such as emotion categories, not as “eternal and sacred psychic
entities” (James, 1892, p. 374–375)—i.e., not as psychological types—but as populations of situated,
variable instances, similar to Darwin’s understanding of animal species. In this month’s column, let’s
follow James’s line of thinking a little further. It leads to one of the most radical but important ideas in
psychological science.  

After describing emotion categoriesas populations of variable instances, James went on to write, “[If] we
regardthem as products of more general causes (as ‘species’ are now regarded asproducts of heredity
and variation), the mere distinguishing and cataloguingbecomes of subsidiary importance” (James, 1892,
p. 375). James was suggestingthat emotional events are created by processes that cross-cut
traditionalcategories of western folk psychology, in the same way that animal species arethe products of
species-general processes. Some ensembles of genes arespecies-specific, of course, as agents of heredity.
But the processes that create species cut across species. So, when it comes topsychological science, we
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should be focusing on the common processes that,together, create the variable instances of psychological
categories. “A scienceof the relations of mind and brain must show how the elementary ingredients ofthe
former correspond to elementary functions of the latter” (James, 1890/2007,p. 28). 
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Over the past century, psychologicalscience started with categories of western folk psychology and tried
to mapthem to measurements of the brain. A more robust scientific approach reversesthis ordering,
however. It begins with research on the structure and functionof the brain, and discovers the means by
which the brain produces mental eventsand actions. This approach points directly to hypotheses about
domain-generalingredients of the mind. I’ll offer a couple of examples, not as definitiveclaims, but to
illustrate the approach.  

Thefirst example comes from a family of interrelated research programs referred toas predictive
processing. When considered together, these research programsform a coherent, neurobiologically-
inspired research framework united by acommon core hypothesis: Your experience of the world and the
actions you takederive from an active, constructive process driven by past events. Your
braincontinuously re-implements (i.e., “remembers”) trajectories of prior events,and in so doing predicts
what’s going to happen next; those predictions areconfirmed or corrected by incoming sense data from
the world (e.g., Clark,2013; Friston, 2010; Hutchinson & Barrett, 2019) and the body (e.g.,Hutchinson &
Barrett, 2019; Kleckner et al., 2017). Predictive processinghypotheses reverse the causality found in
psychology’s traditional scientificapproach, in which mental events (e.g., thoughts, feelings) and actions
(e.g.behaviors), are reactions to sensory inputs from the world (i.e., stimuli);past experiences, if they are
relevant, modulate these stimulus-response links.

Predictive processing is not a newidea—it was anticipated by Helmholtz’s idea of unconscious inference
and hasbeen proposed numerous times in psychological science during the last century(see Box 1,
Hutchinson & Barrett, 2019). Nonetheless, this newestgeneration of predictive processing research does
offer something new: theinescapable implication that thoughts, feelings, perceptions, actions, and
evenhallucinations and delusions are constructed via the same brain-based causes;they are not biological
types of psychological phenomena, each implemented intheir own specific set of neurons.  
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We still have much to learn about howa brain implements and corrects its predictive dynamics to control
action andcreate mental events, but in broad terms, predictive processing suggestscandidates for James’s
basic ingredients of the human mind: prediction signals(i.e., “memory”) and unexpected sense data from
the body and from the worldthat is encoded to update prediction signals, called prediction error
(i.e.,“learning”). In this view, “memory” and “learning” are not separate types ofmental events, but
ongoing processes that are involved, to a greater or lesserextent, in every action and mentalevent.
Another ingredient of the mind might be the neural modulation ofprediction and prediction error signals
(i.e., “executive control”); thisingredient is also thought to be continually present, to some
degree,regardless of whether thoughts, feelings, and behavioral responses feelautomatic or effortful
(e.g., Barrett, Tugade, & Engle, 2004).  
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And here’s another counterintuitive hypothesis:A predictive processing approach further suggests that
many psychologicalphenomena with different names, which we now treat as distinct and separate,may
actually be the domain-general mental ingredients. For example, what werefer to as “memory” may be
identical to “perceptual inference,” “simulation,”“ad hoc concept construction,” and even
“categorization” (e.g., Barrett, 2017).The extravagant assortment of psychological constructs may be
ontologicallyreducible to many fewer mental ingredients.

Analyses of functional magneticresonance imaging (fMRI) data, particularly during moments when
participantsare not performing a task (referred to as “resting state” periods), reinforcethe hypothesis that
“memory,” “learning,” and “executive control” are possiblecandidates for James’s basic ingredients of
the mind. This research hasrevealed neural “communities,” or subnetworks, such as the so-called
defaultmode network, the salience network, and the executive control network thatparticipate in a wide
variety of tasks (e.g., Yeo et al., 2015) and dynamicconfigurations (e.g., Allen et al., 2014). These
subnetworks organize alongseveral larger-scale gradients (Margulies et al., 2016; Zhang et al.,
2019).One functional gradient describes a spectrum from “re-implementing pastexperience” (i.e.,
“memory”) at one end to “representing unexpected sense data”(i.e. “learning”) at the other. A second
gradient runs from representingpredictions and prediction errors at one end to modulating those
representations(i.e., “executive control”) at the other. 

Since I’m already way out on a limbhere, let’s travel a few more inches: your body is also a basic
ingredient ofyour mind. Not in some gauzy metaphorical way, but in a very real, biologicalway.
Neuroscientists have known for some time that a core task of a brain—as awhole system—is to anticipate
the body’s metabolic needs, attempting to meetthose needs before they arise (Sterling & Laughlin,
2015). This process iscalled allostasis (Sterling, 2012). A brain’s estimation of its body’s state,in an
effort to maintain allostasis, is likely at the core of all mentalactivity, even in moments that are not
bubbling with emotion (Hutchinson &Barrett, 2019; Kleckner et al., 2017).  

Since I’m already way out on a limb here, let’s travel a few more inches: your body is also a
basic ingredient of your mind. Not in some gauzy metaphorical way, but in a very real, biological
way.

Many neuroscientists also now agreethat sensory systems regulate and are therefore entwined with
motor systems, aninsight which suggests another mental ingredient: affect. Here’s the convolutedlogic:
If allostasis is a core function of the brain, then so are the sensoryconsequences of allostasis, called
interoception (note that I am not defininginteroception as the awareness of sensory signaling from the
body, but ratherthe brain’s estimation of the body’s metabolic state). Neuroscience researchconsistently
shows that the continuous torrent of interoception is somehowrelated to a continuous ebb and flow of
affective feelings—pleasure anddispleasure, comfort and discomfort, arousal and quiescence. The
correspondinghypothesis, then, is that affect may be yet another of the mind’s ingredients.

Ofcourse, there are many, many challenges to following James’s advice. Severalhave probably already
occurred to you, including: Appealing to the basicfunctions of the brain to discover the basic ingredients
of the mind ignoresthe fact that our notions of how a brain works are inextricably entwined withwestern
concepts of mental life. And the words that name the proposedingredients of the mind—“memory,”
“learning,” “attention,” and “affect”—eachrefer to a variety of phenomena. For example, “memory” is



used to refer to thereimplementation of a past experience (to the act of “remembering”), but also
asubjective experience of recollection, familiarity, and nostalgia. The searchfor James’s ingredients of
the mind will require that we develop a scientificlingua franca for describing how the brain works
separately from what a mindis. We may have to reclaim some words and scientifically redefine them,
andthen proceed to use them in a consistent way. Otherwise, we are at risk ofunwittingly replacing one
set of folk psychology categories with another.  

If James is right, and “species” offolk psychology categories are actually variable populations emerging
from thecontinual interaction of domain-general processes, then his vision offers usunprecedented
scientific opportunities. First, we have the opportunity toassemble a more cumulativescience ofthe mind.
The search for domain-general ingredients treats the boundariesbetween folk categories of perceptions,
cognitions, emotions, and actions as subjectively experienced (Barrett, 2009;James, 1890/2007, p. 195).
We can extend this insight to question theboundaries between the categories of mental disorder,
neurodegenerativedisorder, and physical disorder. The search for types, a.k.a., a typologicalmindset, by
contrast, shores up those boundaries. Psychological scientiststypically search for domain-specific (i.e.,
type-specific) processes; forexample, each psychological type (such as the category “fear”) is presumed
tohave a strong correspondence to a specific process (e.g., a fear process) andbiological mechanism (i.e.,
a fear circuit). A domain-general approachquestions the presumed parallelism between what a mind is,
what a mind does,and how a mind is caused (a.k.a., the computational, algorithmic,
andimplementational levels of analysis, per the trichotomy of neuroscientist DavidMarr; Marr, 1982).
The result, I expect, will be a major course correction inthe scientific questions we ask and how we
interpret our research findings.

James’s vision also offers us theopportunity to build a generalizable and ultimately universally
applicablepsychological science. Ingredients of the mind do more than redescribe thebrain’s functions in
psychological terms—they offer a path to discover how asingle, complex, human brain architecture, in
continuous conversation with ahuman body and the world, produces a varietyof human minds. The
minds in other cultures do not necessarily carve theirmental lives into perceptions, thoughts, feelings,
and actions (see Danziger,1997, chapter 1). Human brains are responsive to the contexts that humans
findthemselves in (and help to shape). We need a psychological science that worksto describe and
explain the diversity of human minds on this planet. A psychologicalscience which does not assume that
the kinds of human minds we now observe havealways existed. Or will always continue to exist. œ
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